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Abstract. In this paper novel tuning settings for Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controllers are proposed. These tunings are based on approximations of the generalized
predictive controller (GPC) resulting in pseudo predictive PID controllers. It is possible
in this way to embed industrial PID controllers as predictive controllers without hardware
changes being necessary. In order to obtain this pseudo predictive tuning the PID structure
is matched to the GPC structure and approximations are taken in the cases where the
structures are not equivalent. A first order model implies in a PI while a second order
model in a PID controller designs, respectively. Depending on which tuning is used, either
set-point tracking or closed-loop characteristics is favored. Future work will include results
and comparisons of the proposed tuning with other methods from literature.
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1 Introduction

It is frequently desired to emulate characteristics of a controller in another, however,
this process is limited by mathematical formulations regarding each control structure.
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This is particularly true for programmable logic controllers employed in industry where
the control structures are vendor dependent.

PID controllers currently dominate the market in applications of process control, ac-
counting for more than 95% of applications [11], to which there are more than 1731
tuning methodologies [11]. Amongst these are the predictive tuning methods such as
[6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15], to name a few. However, these tunings are tailored to specific PID
structures and are hard to generalize, reducing its practicality in situations where embed-
ded control is desired, i.e. in a PLC.

In this paper we present six different predictive tuning methods for the PID controller.
The first of these methods, called Type 1, results in a control law equivalent to GPC’s and
is known in literature [12], it is, however, limited to applications where both a reference and
process output filters are available. In order to circumvent this limitation five other tuning
methods are proposed, Types 2, 2*, 2**, 3 and 3*, which are based on approximations of
Type 1’s control law, hence pseudo predictive.

Of the proposed tuning methods, type 2** is of greater interest since it results in a
pure PID controller, which does not need either reference or output filters.

Since these tuning methods are not tailored, and therefore not restricted to, any par-
ticular PID structure they can be applied to a wide range of PID controllers such as
parallel, series and ideal. The proposed approach presents itself as a major advantage
since it enables embedding PLC’s with GPC’s control law and introducing the benefits
of model based predictive control, without any hardware change, such as: model usage;
simplified tuning for processes with dead-time, non-minimum phase or unstable; sampling
time considerations; desirable performance and robustness characteristics.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed tuning methods and
introducing the approximations of the control law. Section 3 presents a proposal for future
results and comparison of all proposed tunings and SIMC. Finally, Section 4 presents final
remarks about the proposed methods and future work.

2 Pseudo Predictive PID Tuning

A family of tuning methods is proposed aiming to embed an industrial PID controller
with advanced characteristics. With this objective in mind, a PI or PID controller is tuned
using GPC by comparisons between the PID control law structure with GPC’s. The only
limitation in this project is that a first order process model tunes a PI controller whereas
a second order tunes a PID controller.

GPC control law can be expanded in the form:

∆u(t) = Kgpc[yr(t)− (H(z)∆u(t) + F (z)y(t))] , (1)

where Kgpc is the gain vector, H(z) and F (z) are polynomials related to past and future
control actions. Re-arranging the terms in RST form [2,3]:

(1 +KgpcH(z))∆u(t) = Kgpcyr(t)−KgpcF (z)y(t) . (2)

Similarly for PID’s control law considering two degrees of freedom (2-DOF):
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∆u(t) = Q(z)(Fr(z)yr(t)− Fy(z)y(t)) , (3)

where Q(z) is a polynomial based on proportional, integral and derivative parameters,
Fr(z) is the reference filter and Fy(z) is the process output filter.

Equations (2) and (3) can be mapped differently depending on how the terms are
arranged and if approximations are used. These different mappings result in a family of
tuning methods. Therefore we present six tuning methods, of which the first is equivalent
to GPC and the other five are approximations.

The reason for the existence of different tunings is the hardware limitation on PLCs.
Although it’s possible to find a matching identity for Q(z) from GPC, it’s necessary to
use both the reference filter and the output filter. In the case where both are used, the
controller is equivalent to GPC. In the case where only one of them is used, the resulting
PID becomes an approximation of GPC. When approximations are used there are different
impacts in the resulting design, such that approximations in Fr impacts set-point tracking
while Fy impacts closed loop characteristics.

All proposed tunings can be found by re-writing (2) and finding identities with (3).

2.1 Type 1 - Equivalent

Q(z) = KgpcF (z)

Fr(z) =
∑
Kgpc

KgpcF (z)(1 +KgpcH(z)) (4)

Fy(z) = 1
(1 +KgpcH(z)) .

2.2 Type 2 - Approximation in Fr

Q(z) = KgpcF (z)
1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1

Fr(z) =
∑
Kgpc(1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1)

KgpcF (z)(1 +KgpcH(z)) (5)

Fy(z) = 1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1
1 +KgpcH(z) ' 1 .
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2.3 Type 2* - Approximation in Fr simplified

Q(z) = KgpcF (z)
1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1

Fr(z) =
∑
Kgpc

KgpcF (z) (6)

Fy(z) = 1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1
1 +KgpcH(z) ' 1 .

2.4 Type 2** - Approximation in Fr further simplified

Q(z) = KgpcF (z)
1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1

Fr(z) =
∑
Kgpc

KgpcF (z)|z=1
= 1† (7)

Fy(z) = 1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1
1 +KgpcH(z) ' 1 .

†see Section 2.7 for explanation.

2.5 Type 3 - Approximation in Fy

Q(z) =
∑
Kgpc

1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1

Fr(z) = 1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1
1 +KgpcH(z) ' 1 (8)

Fy(z) = KgpcF (z)(1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1)∑
Kgpc(1 +KgpcH(z)) .

2.6 Type 3* - Approximation in Fy simplified

Q(z) =
∑
Kgpc

1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1

Fr(z) = 1 +KgpcH(z)|z=1
1 +KgpcH(z) ' 1 (9)

Fy(z) = KgpcF (z)∑
Kgpc

.
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2.7 Observations

Tuning type 1 results in a PID equivalent to GPC, described in literature by [12],
however it is necessary for this case to adjust both the reference filter and output filter in
the PID controller.

Type 2 and type 3 methods are obtained by using the approximation z = 1 on particu-
lar polynomials in order to obtain a constant, this causes a loss on dynamics but preserves
the static components [4, 7].

Tuning types 2, 2* and 2** use approximations on the reference filter, favoring set-point
tracking characteristics while compromising robustness and load disturbance rejection,
resulting in agressive control actions. Tuning types 3 and 3* employ approximations on
the output filter thus favoring robustness and disturbance rejection, compromising set-
point tracking performance, leading to conservative control actions.

Although originating from different approaches, tunings 2* and 3* result in the same
closed loop transfer function. The advantage of these simplified tunings is an easier im-
plementation, with lower computational cost and they provide a compromise between
performance and robustness.

Tuning type 2** is of greater practical application than all the others since the resulting
reference filter is a unitary constant and as such the control law matches a pure PID. This
enables a simple PID controller, without a reference filter or an output filter, to be tuned
by GPC without absolutely any hardware change. The reference filter results in a unitary
constant given the nature of F (z), we leave the conclusion of this up to the reader.

Steady state characteristics are preserved by the approximation 1 + KgpcH(z)|z=1,
at the compromise of ignoring dynamics. The approximation error can be calculated by
Kgpc(H(z)−H(1)), therefore there is a direct relationship between the approximation error
and GPC’s control gain. Thus aggressive projects will result in a greater approximation
error while conservative control laws obtain a smaller error, regarding dynamics.

Using a first order model results in a PI controller while a second order model results
in a PID controller. Therefore the only limitation regarding this proposed family of tuning
methods is the model order. There aren’t any limitation regarding model characteristics
or GPC parameters, making these tuning approaches a good alternative to processes with
long dead-time, non-minimum phase zeros, integrators or unstable poles.

We do note, however, the proposed tuning approaches are more design intensive than
other, simpler, tuning rules such as [1, 13,16].

It is necessary to stress: i) these tunings are consistent for a wide set of PID structures
since they are based on the Q(z) polynomial; ii) sampling time is a controller design
parameter which is naturally taken into account by GPC and, as such, is embedded in the
proposed tunings.

3 CLP Application Results

In future work, regarding practical results using the embedded controller PLC300 by
WEG will be used in a HIL scheme where the controlled process is stable and non-minimum
phase. The process’ transfer function, from [13], is given by:
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G(s) = (−0.3s+ 1)(0.08s+ 1)
(2s+ 1)(s+ 1)(0.4s+ 1)(0.2s+ 1)(0.05s+ 1)3 (10)

and the process model:

Gn(s) = k

(τ1s+ 1)(τ2s+ 1)e
−θs (11)

where k = 1, τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1.2 and θ = 0.77.
There is a vast literature regarding parameter choices for model based predictive con-

trollers, see [5] for a comprehensive review, however, we suggest the following simple choice:
Nu = Ny = dN/Tse and λ = λck

2. Where N is the settling time and λc is a free parameter
which regulates the desired control aggressiveness, similar to trial and error GPC tunings
such as [8].

Aiming to exaggerate SIMC’s limitations, a high sampling time Ts = 1 will be con-
sidered. GPC parameters are given by N = 15 and lambdac = 20. The resulting control
laws will also be presented.

Several metrics are used to evaluate the proposed tunings. Regarding performance,
which reflects GPC’s cost function, integral squared error (ISE) and integral squared
variation control (ITVC). For robustness the indices gain margin (GM), phase margin
(PM) and maximum sensitivity (Ms).

These possible results should demonstrate if the approximations do not deviate much
from standard GPC, given by tuning Type 1. In this context of high sample time, it’s
expected for SIMC to fail adequate control of the process, demonstrating the advantage
of the proposed method.

4 Discussion and final remarks

In this paper a set of tuning methods was presented with direct application to embed-
ded PID controllers. Future results will demonstrating the proposed tunings, based on
approximations, do not diverge greatly from standard GPC. Furthermore, the proposed
tunings should be capable of dealing with an improper choice of settling time.

These results should indicate this as a promising approach for tuning PID controllers in
PLCs. Future work will also focus on gathering results for other process classes, considering
a variety of sampling times, and comparisons with more tuning approaches from literature.
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